Introduction
In [3] [10] . Although formulated in terms of "recreational mathematics" the recursions describe either average "trie" parameters or the behaviour of an "approximate counter". In order to keep this paper short, we refrain from describing those algorithms and data structures and refer for all computer science algorithms to [6] a,nd [7] . For the Mellin transform, which has proven to be very useful especially in number theory and in theoretical computer science, we refer to [1, chapter 13], [6] , [8] and to the survey [4] . We note here that the classical applications of the Mellin transform occur in prime number theory and, more recently, in the analysis of digital problems (cf. [9] and for a detailed survey see [2] [10] where the case d = 1 was discussed (emerging from some computer science problems).
We ask for the expectation C~v of the maximum lifetime. To this end, we introduce the probability generating functions FN(z) where the coefficient of zk is the probability that the maximum level of N persons is k. We have the recursion (N &#x3E; 1) (observe that 2-~' ~ k ~ is the probability that ~; out of N people have made it to the next level. The variable z marks the level, and the effect of the killer is described by [poFk(z) -f-~ ~ wf-Pk-dFk-dl). The depends on the probability distribution (po, ... , pd), (with Pd 0 0) of the killer.
